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LEGAL TEXTS
THE BASIC STEPS TO TRANSLATING

UNDERSTAND THE LEGAL SYSTEM
The first step in translating legal documents

is understanding the legal system of both
the source and target languages. This

includes the legal terminology, concepts,
and principles that apply to the document.

IDENTIFY THE PURPOSE OF THE
DOCUMENT
Understanding the document's purpose 
is essential for accurate translation.
Is it a contract, a court ruling, or a legal
brief? Knowing the document's purpose 
will help you translate it more accurately.

TRANSLATE LITERALLY
When translating legal documents,

it's essential to translate literally. Avoid
paraphrasing or adding additional

information. Translating literally ensures 
the translation is accurate and consistent

with the original document.

PROOFREAD CAREFULLY
Proofreading is essential for accurate legal

translations. Once you have completed your
translation, proofread it carefully to ensure 

it is accurate and error-free. Check 
the terminology, grammar, and spelling 

to ensure everything is correct.

USE OFFICIAL SOURCES

Use official sources for legal terms and
phrases. This includes law dictionaries, legal
databases, and legal codes. Using official
sources ensures you use the correct legal
terminology and avoid confusion or ambiguity.
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LEGAL TEXTS
THE BASIC STEPS TO TRANSLATING

GET A SECOND OPINION
If you need more confidence in your

translation, get a second opinion from 
a colleague or professional translation

service. A second opinion can help identify
errors or inaccuracies you may have missed.

FOLLOW FORMATTING
REQUIREMENTS
Legal documents often have specific
formatting requirements, such as margins,
spacing, and font size. Ensure that your
translation follows the formatting
requirements of the original document.

BE MINDFUL OF CULTURAL
DIFFERENCES

Cultural differences can play a role in legal
translations. Be mindful of cultural
differences when translating legal

documents to ensure they are appropriate
for the intended audience.

KEEP A RECORD
Record your translation process, including
your decisions and the sources you used.

This record can be helpful if questions 
or challenges arise in the future.

KNOW THE AUDIENCE

Consider the audience for the translated
document. Are they legal professionals 
or laypeople? The translation may need 
to be adapted to the audience's legal
knowledge and understanding level.
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FAMILIARIZE YOURSELF WITH LEGAL
TERMINOLOGY

Legal terminology is specific and often
varies from country to country. It would help 

if you comprehensively understood 
the legal terminology in both the source 

and target languages.

CONSIDER THE CONTEXT
Legal translations must consider both the
source and target languages' legal system,
jurisdiction, and cultural context. Be mindful
of these factors when translating legal
documents to ensure they are accurate 
and appropriate for the intended audience.

USE CLEAR AND CONCISE LANGUAGE
Legal documents can be difficult

to understand, even for native speakers.
When translating legal documents, use

clear and concise language that is easy to
understand. Avoid using complex sentences
or legal jargon that  may confuse the reader.

STAY UP-TO-DATE
Legal systems and terminology can change

over time. Stay up-to-date with any legal
system changes or terminology to ensure

that your translations are accurate
and up-to-date.

BE ACCURATE AND CONSISTENT

Accuracy and consistency are crucial in
legal translations. A single error or
inconsistency can have serious
consequences. Ensure your translations are
accurate and consistent with the original
document and applicable laws.


